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Abstract
Imaging with separated waveﬁelds (SWIM) is an innovative depth-imaging technology that uses upgoing and downgoing
waveﬁelds at the surface to deliver high-resolution images of the
subsurface. It takes advantage of the extended illumination provided by surface-multiple energy, and thus, it exploits data that
the seismic industry historically has treated as unwanted noise.
The fundamental concept behind SWIM is based on using each
receiver as a “virtual” source, eﬀectively expanding the surface
coverage of the seismic experiment and enhancing the subsurface illumination, particularly for shallow reﬂectors. By eﬀectively turning the streamer spread into a source (and receiver)
array, the resulting equivalent survey has spatial sampling that is
much improved and a richer distribution of oﬀsets and azimuths.
The improved spatial sampling enhances the angular illumination
greatly at every image point. Therefore, SWIM produces densely
sampled angle gathers that provide greater opportunities for velocity-model building and for improved interpretation of complex
structures. Several issues need to be considered for proper imaging with SWIM: migration-imaging conditions, attenuation of
cross talk, and acquisition design. The latter must be addressed to
support proper sampling of both upgoing and downgoing waveﬁelds used for imaging. A broad overview and examples of these
subjects are presented. Applications to a deepwater wide-azimuth
(WAZ) survey from the Gulf of Mexico and a shallow-water narrow-azimuth (NAZ) data set from oﬀshore Malaysia demonstrate
the enhanced areal illumination and improved imaging resolution
from imaging using multiple-reﬂection energy.

Introduction

as noise (Berkhout and Verschuur, 1994; Whitmore et al., 2010;
Lu et al., 2015). In the case of dual-sensor streamer acquisition,
the recorded data can be separated accurately into upgoing (P-UP)
and downgoing (P-DWN) components (Carlson et al., 2007), both
containing primaries and multiple-scattered energy. When imaging with separated waveﬁelds, the P-DWN waveﬁeld replaces
the point-source waveﬁeld used in imaging primary reﬂections.
Eﬀectively, this P-DWN waveﬁeld is a virtual source array at each
receiver position. To build an image, the P-DWN and P-UP waveﬁelds are extrapolated into the earth, and the image is constructed
by using an imaging principle (Figure 1a).

Methodology
Imaging with separate waveﬁelds increases the surface coverage and subsurface illumination by turning each receiver into
a virtual source. This principle is independent of the wave-equation propagation algorithm, which can be based on one-way or
two-way solutions. In the examples shown here, imaging was
achieved using a wave-equation-migration (WEM) process, in
which a Fourier ﬁnite-diﬀerence (FFD) algorithm was used as a
one-way waveﬁeld-extrapolation operator. The FFD dispersionrelation approximation consists of three terms: a phase shift, a
thin lens, and ﬁnite diﬀerences. The 3D ﬁnite-diﬀerence operator is implemented using multiway splitting that uses a diﬀerent set of optimized coeﬃcients along each splitting direction
(Valenciano et al., 2009). This method is extremely eﬃcient,
particularly in tilted transversely isotropic (TTI) media, which
makes it a good alternative for high-resolution imaging.
When shot-proﬁle migration is applied, the imaging of
multiples is a blending migration process in both spatial and
temporal domains. Therefore, during the application of the
chosen imaging condition, events generated by the correlation

Wave-equation migration consists of numerically extrapolating source and receiver waveﬁelds into the subsurface, where
an imaging principle is applied (Claerbout, 1971). When imaging primary
reﬂections, the source waveﬁeld is initiated by a point source and propagated
into the earth. The upgoing waveﬁeld
(P-UP), used as receiver waveﬁeld at
the surface, is obtained by deghosting
the data. These surface recordings contain not only primary reﬂections but
also multiple-scattered energy. When
imaging primary reﬂections, the multiple-scattered waves are treated as noise
that typically is attenuated in processing
(e.g., surface-related multiple removal). Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram for trajectories of primary waveﬁeld (solid lines) and multiple
waveﬁeld (dashed lines). Images from multiple reﬂection signals (dashed circles) illuminate greater
However, in the last decade, we have subsurface extent than images from primary reﬂection signals (solid circles). (b) At a subsurseen the use of multiple reﬂections for face reﬂector (solid circle), the primary waveﬁeld contains a single reﬂection angle (blue), and the
imaging as opposed to removing them multiple waveﬁeld contains more than one reﬂection angle (red and green).
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of unrelated P-UP and P-DWN waveﬁelds appear as cross
talk in the images. The cross talk can be reduced partially in
the stacking process by using an acquisition with large data
extent in space and time (i.e., wide acquisition spread and long
recording length). Here, we discuss the use of an imaging condition that can assist in the reduction of cross talk, but we note
that more advanced inversion methods might be needed to
remove it fully.
The reﬂection coeﬃcient, in shot-record, wave-equation
migration, can be estimated as the deconvolution of the receiver
by the source waveﬁeld (Claerbout, 1971). However, for practical reasons and primarily for stability, the imaging condition
usually is implemented as crosscorrelation of the receiver and the
source waveﬁelds as

2, we compare a section of the images from multiples generated
using either the crosscorrelation (Figure 2a) or deconvolution
(Figure 2b) imaging condition. The deconvolution imaging condition produces amplitudes closer to the reﬂection coeﬃcient, and
overall, an image with higher signal-to-noise ratio (S/N).
Equation 2 can be generalized to the prestack image domain
by extending the image to create subsurface prestack oﬀset gathers I(x , h). They are computed by deconvolving the shifted subsurface P-UP and P-DWN waveﬁelds as
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in which Pup and Pdown represent the P-UP and P-DWN wavev
ﬁelds, respectively, at an image point  . The P-UP and P-DWN
v
waveﬁelds are initiated using a common source  and are represented in the frequency domain ω. Although this crosscorrelation
imaging condition (equation 1) is stable and is correct kinematically, it cannot produce true relative amplitudes and is susceptible
to cross talk when imaging with multiples. In contrast, the stabilized, deconvolution imaging condition (Guitton et al., 2007)
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creates an estimate of the subsurface reﬂectivity R(x ) and provides
a reduction in cross talk. The deconvolution imaging condition
includes the denominator that is smoothed in the space domain
v v
and a stabilization term        . The eﬀect of the deconx
volution imaging condition is demonstrated when applied to an
SEG Advanced Modeling (SEAM) synthetic example. In Figure

in which  is the source-receiver half oﬀset. The resulting subsurface oﬀset images can be transformed to the angle domain
through a radial-trace transformation (Rickett and Sava, 2002).
Although some cross talk can be reduced by applying
the deconvolution imaging condition during migration, the
remaining cross talk can be predicted and attenuated after
migration in the image space. Cross talk is created from
the correlation between unrelated multiples and primaries.
It can be categorized into causal or anticausal components,
according to the position and time they appear in the image
compared with their corresponding true reﬂection locations.
Most causal and anticausal components can be predicted.
Figure 3a displays the raw SWIM image, which is contaminated by both anticausal (red oval) and causal (blue arrow)
cross talk. The predicted cross talk can be seen in Figures 3c
and 3d. Figure 3b shows the SWIM image after postmigration cross-talk attenuation.

Advantages of separated-wavefield imaging

The basic principle behind SWIM is the use of each receiver
as a “virtual” source, eﬀectively expanding the surface coverage
of the seismic experiment and enhancing the subsurface illumination. By turning the streamer spread into an areal source (and
receiver) array, the resulting equivalent
survey has improved spatial sampling
and a richer distribution of oﬀsets and
azimuths. This is illustrated by using
single-arrival rays in Figure 1a. Within
a one-shot physical experiment, multiples can travel through a broader subsurface region than primaries can. In
shot-proﬁle migration, the lateral extent
of the illumination zone is approximated by the source-receiver midpoint.
When imaging with primaries, the illumination area is concentrated toward
the common source location. When
imaging using multiples, the subsurface
region covered by the receivers in the
Figure 2. Inline images for SWIM using (a) crosscorrelation imaging condition and (b) deconvo- surface is illuminated.
Imaging using multiple-reﬂection
lution imaging condition. The deconvolution imaging condition suppresses cross talk and provides
an image with higher signal-to-noise ratio.
energy improves the resolution of each
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Figure 3. Cross-talk prediction and attenuation for SWIM. (a) Raw SWIM image, (b) SWIM image
after cross-talk attenuation, (c) anticausal cross-talk prediction, and (d) causal cross-talk prediction.

image point by using many reﬂection
angles. From a single-shot point of
view, Figure 1b shows how the plurality of “virtual” sources from the
multiples can illuminate the same
reﬂection point from more than one
angle, although the primaries can
illuminate the same reﬂection point
only once. When considering a subsurface reﬂection point, the angular
illumination depends on the source
density. Imaging using multiples
turns each receiver array into a virtual source, so the equivalent source
density of migration is equal to the
receiver density. In a typical towedstreamer marine seismic acquisition,
receivers are sampled more densely
than sources along a line, and the
cable spacing of a multistreamer survey is smaller than the sail-line spacing. As a result, the virtual sources
illuminate the reﬂectors from denser
reﬂection angles, improving the resolution of each image point.

Acquisition factors affecting
imaging with separated
wavefields
In SWIM, the separated P-DWN
and P-UP waveﬁelds are used as source
and receiver waveﬁelds, respectively, and
must be sampled and recorded properly
during acquisition. The streamer coverage, receiver density, source-receiver
distribution geometry, acquisition
shooting direction, target depth, and
subsurface dip all are controlling factors
in the eﬀectiveness of SWIM.
The maximum oﬀset determines
both the P-DWN and P-UP waveﬁeld
coverage. Broader and denser streamer
coverage produces more complete
source-and-receiver waveﬁelds and
improves SWIM image quality. Figure 4 displays the SWIM results from
a deepwater wide-azimuth survey and
a shallow-water narrow-azimuth survey from one sail line of the SEAM
synthetics. For the depth slices (FigFigure 4. Images of multiples using one sail line from the SEAM model: (a) and (c) WAZ; (b)
ures 4a and 4b) and crossline direction
and (d) NAZ. On top of the 2-km depth slices in parts (a) and (b), pink areas indicate shooting
images (Figures 4c and 4d), the comgeometries (of one shot). The WAZ shot has 14-km inline and 8.4-km crossline split-spread
acquisition oﬀset. The NAZ shot has 16-km inline and 1-km crossline split-spread acquisition
parison shows that WAZ generates
oﬀset. Panels (c) and (d) display crossline-direction depth images on top of the velocity model.
much broader subsurface illumination
Dashed red lines in (a) and (b) indicate the location from which the crossline images (c) and (d) are
than NAZ does.
extracted. Red arrows in (a) and (b) indicate the streamer oﬀset at the crossline direction, which
The image quality from SWIM
is consistent with the strong coherent events in the crossline direction at the sea surface, shown by
also is aﬀected by the shooting
red arrows in (c) and (d).
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direction and source-receiver distribution geometry. Singleended streamer acquisition causes a directional bias in the ability to image multiples. For example, if a multiple generator is
relatively ﬂat, the direction of the P-DWN waveﬁeld is directed
mostly toward the cable tails. Therefore, the multiples can image
small dips, shallow dips, and downdips (Figures 5c and 5d). On
the other hand, the multiples have limited ability to illuminate

updips, especially when the target is deep relative to the longest
oﬀset (Figures 5c and 5e). Antiparallel shooting can image the
dipping target from the opposite shooting direction (Figure 5d).
The split-spread shot gather can use the downgoing and upgoing
waveﬁelds recorded at diﬀerent sides of the shot location and can
image updips and downdips from one shot (Figure 5f). In towedstreamer acquisition, split-spread shot gathers can be generated by
using head-tail shooting.
To demonstrate the biased shooting-direction eﬀects in SWIM, results
from 3D SEAM synthetics are used for
discussion. Figure 6 shows images from
multiples using diﬀerent shooting geometries. Single-direction shooting (Figures
6a and 6b) has limitations in imaging the
updips because either the P-DWN or
P-UP waveﬁeld is not recorded. Antiparallel shooting (Figure 6c) is a direct
summation of the single-direction imaging results shown in Figures 6a and 6b;
therefore, the dips of both directions are
imaged. Compared with Figure 6c, splitspread shooting (Figure 6d) generates
the best result by using the extra raypaths
in Figure 5f.

Figure 5. Schematic diagrams demonstrate the eﬀects of acquisition geometry on imaging of
multiples. Arrows display waveﬁelds — blue is downgoing, red is upgoing, solid is recorded, and
dashed is misrecorded. Solid circles are imaging construction points; dashed circles are nonimaging construction points. (a) and (b) show raypaths of primary imaging, in which updip and
downdip are imaged by equivalent raypaths from either shooting direction. (c) and (e) show that
imaging of multiples has limitations to image updips. In (c), the updip could be imaged by multiples when the target is shallow; however, deeper updip cannot be imaged because either source
waveﬁeld (downgoing in [e]) or receiver waveﬁeld (upgoing in [c]) is not recorded. (d) shows that
antiparallel shooting can image the dipping target as the downdip from the opposite shooting
direction. (f) shows that the split-spread shot can generate even more illumination by using downgoing and upgoing waveﬁelds recorded from opposite sides of the shot location.

Figure 6. Inline-direction images of multiples from using diﬀerent shooting geometries (WAZ):
(a) and (b) single-direction shooting, (c) antiparallel shooting, and (d) split-spread shooting generated from head-tail shooting.
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Wide-azimuth field data
application
The eﬀectiveness of imaging with
multiples depends strongly on the overall streamer coverage, receiver density,
and source-receiver geometry. The
more free-surface, multiple-reﬂection
information that can be collected by
the chosen receiver-array geometry, the
more the ﬁnal image potentially can
be improved. For this reason, SWIM
technology is particularly advantageous in improving subsurface illumination and imaging resolution when
used with WAZ survey geometries.
To illustrate this, we have applied the
tilted transversely isotropic SWIM technique to a WAZ data set acquired in the
deepwater Gulf of Mexico. Results from
this example demonstrate the improved
imaging resolution, especially for complex structures of salt boundaries. Figures 7a and 7b show a comparison of
depth slices from imaging of primaries
only and imaging with multiples at 3 km
below the sea surface. The results illustrate much improved resolution from
imaging using multiples — a better lateral deﬁnition of the rugose top-salt
geometry. The close-up images in Figures 7a and 7b conﬁrm that multiples
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produce more continuous and clearer salt-boundary images than
primaries alone.
The signiﬁcantly improved illumination and resolution provided by SWIM can be accessed best in prestack domain by looking at angle gathers. Subsurface illumination using primaries is
limited by the shot density, which is controlled by the shot and
sail-line spacing (typically several hundred meters). Sampling of
free-surface multiples used in SWIM is determined by receiver
and cable spacing, which is typically much denser than shot

and sail-line spacing. Therefore, imaging with multiples generates more ﬁnely sampled angle gathers, especially in the crossline
direction. The angle gathers centered on the water bottom, sediment, and top salt can be seen in Figures 7c through 7f. In the
plots, the angle gathers are displayed in inline (zero-degree azimuth) and crossline (90° azimuth) directions, with maximum
angles ranging from –70° to +70°. Figure 7d shows zero-degreeazimuth angle gathers from SWIM, which are sampled much
more ﬁnely than the gathers from imaging with primaries only

Figure 7. Depth slices (3000 m below the sea surface) from (a) imaging of primaries and (b) SWIM. Separated-waveﬁeld imaging improves
illumination of complex top-salt structures (indicated using arrows inside the red boxes). (c) Angle gathers from primaries only (inline direction). (d) Angle gathers from multiples using SWIM (inline direction). (e) Angle gathers from primaries in the crossline (90°-azimuth) direction, with very few reﬂection angles imaged. (f) Densely populated angle gathers from SWIM (crossline direction) that are easier to interpret.
The improved illumination and resolution provided by SWIM can be accessed best in prestack domain by looking at angle gathers. Poor angular
illumination in gathers that use primaries only arises from coarse crossline shot sampling. Gathers from SWIM, however, are sampled ﬁnely in
both inline and crossline directions.
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Figure 8. Depth slices at 105 m below sea surface in an area with 70-m water depth from (a) a primary-only image and (b) SWIM. The image from
SWIM not only provides a larger subsurface coverage at this depth, but it also includes details that are not present in the primaries-only image.

(Figure 7c). Moreover, in the 90°-azimuth direction, only a few
reﬂection angles are imaged (Figure 7e). Figure 7f shows the
densely populated angle gathers from SWIM that are easier to
interpret. The densely populated angle-domain images greatly
improve imaging resolution in the stack domain.

Narrow-azimuth field data application
Although imaging using multiples beneﬁts from the large
streamer array used in WAZ survey geometries, it also improves
the areal illumination and resolution of shallow-subsurface targets when applied to NAZ data. The acquisition footprint and
poor near-surface image resolution present ongoing challenges,
particularly in shallow-water environments when only primaries
are used for imaging. In imaging using primaries only, the acquisition footprint is caused by large shot spacing in the crossline
direction. By using each receiver array as a pseudosource, SWIM
has much denser shot in both inline and crossline directions and
can expand the illumination area and mitigate the sail-line footprint. The large and sparse angular illumination from imaging
of primaries creates lower-resolution images, especially for shallow structures. By imaging denser and relatively smaller reﬂection
angles, SWIM generates higher-resolution images.
To improve the image resolution, high-density 3D (HD3D)
acquisition-survey geometries can be designed, comprising denser
sail-line spacing and richer near-oﬀset information. However,
this increases the cost of both acquisition and data processing.
As discussed above, free-surface multiples provide a signiﬁcantly
wider and denser sampling of shallow reﬂectors than is possible
with primary arrivals. Therefore, SWIM provides a possible lowcost alternative to high-density acquisition geometries in shallowwater environments.
We illustrate the near-surface-image improvements by applying imaging multiples to a NAZ data set from oﬀshore Malaysia.
In a 25-km × 23.4-km testing area, 49 consecutive sail lines of
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dual-sensor streamer data are imaged using P-UP and P-DWN
waveﬁeld estimates. Figure 8 shows depth sections at 105 m
below the sea surface for the primary-only image (Figure 8a) and
the SWIM image (Figure 8b). Signiﬁcant gaps are visible in the
primary-only image of the shallow overburden, caused by the
required mutes to eliminate refracted energy arrivals. In contrast,
the SWIM images have a complete and high-resolution near-surface image (Figure 8b), which provides a shallow-channel image
of excellent clarity and structural detail.

Conclusions
SWIM uses upgoing and downgoing waveﬁelds (both
containing primaries and multiple-scattered energy) in depth
migration to produce high-resolution images of the subsurface. In the case of dual-sensor streamer acquisition, the
recorded data can be separated accurately into P-UP and
P-DWN components. These components are used as source
and receiver waveﬁelds, respectively, in shot-proﬁle waveequation migration and must be sampled and recorded properly during acquisition. Streamer coverage, receiver density,
source-receiver distribution geometry, acquisition shooting
direction, target depth, and subsurface dip are all controlling
factors in the quality of the image from SWIM.
In SWIM, the P-DWN waveﬁeld is used as a virtual areal
source, resulting in images with increased angular illumination.
As a result, the use of multiples improves the extent of the subsurface image and its resolution. Signiﬁcant near-surface image
improvements are observed for both wide-azimuth and narrowazimuth geometries.
The process of using P-DWN waveﬁeld as a virtual areal
source can create cross talk. This cross talk can be reduced by
using a deconvolution imaging condition during migration. The
remaining cross talk can be predicted in the image domain and
can be attenuated using postmigration processes.
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Ultimately, the most complete images come from the combination of primaries and multiples. Many emerging technical
advances in the industry are based on inversion methods, which
attempt to invert the total waveﬁeld (primaries, surface-related
multiples, and internal multiples). This requires not only advanced
modeling and inversion methods but also an understanding of
how acquisition aﬀects the quality of the inversion results. This
article demonstrates the importance of using more of the total
waveﬁeld for imaging and the necessity of understanding the
eﬀects of acquisition on image quality and completeness.
Multiples can provide additional value to imaging in marinestreamer acquisition, but there are other scenarios in which multiples add value. These include ocean-bottom seismic acquisition
or 3D vertical seismic proﬁles (VSP), in which reciprocal imaging of receiver gathers can be used.
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